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Who can apply?

• We are open to training teachers in a variety of ways. These 

include:

• PGCE (Oxford University Department of Education)

• Schools Direct Salaried and Unsalaried

• NQT induction is an extension of this training.

• Teaching School – we train lots of other teachers across the 

county in a variety of ways (e.g. T&L, HOYs, Middle Leaders, 

Senior Leaders, Ethos, etc.).



NQT Year: The Goal

• To ground you in the ‘DGS Way’

• To help you to develop your existing skills

• To give you opportunities to meet the targets you set yourself 

at the end of your training year

• To inspire you to experiment with new methods of pedagogy 

and consolidate those you are already familiar with

• To provide a supportive environment, in which you can become 

the kind of teacher you want to be



Who Will Support You?

• Subject Mentor (Induction Tutor)

• Professional Tutor

• Head of Department

• Head of Year

• Oxfordshire Teaching Schools Alliance

• The whole staff!



How Will You Be Supported?

• A reduced timetable

• Weekly, hour-long mentor sessions

• Regular support meetings for new staff

• Support, as required, from Professional Tutor

• Access to lots of Continuing Professional Development 

opportunities in school, e.g. Teach Like a Champion

• Bespoke training provided in school, e.g. voice coaching

• INSET provided by OTSA

• INSET provided by the Teaching School



• Teaching schools are a sustainable school-led system to 

raise standards 

• Designated schools are supported by their strategic partners

• SBS is a strategic partner

• Together we work to deliver high quality training and 

development opportunities for new and experienced staff

DGS Teaching School Alliance



1. Access to high quality CPD at all stages of career.

So far this academic year we have delivered CPD on:

• Teaching & Learning

• Careers education

• English KS3 curriculum

• Chinese education

• Humanities KS2 development – developing links with primary 

schools

• Leadership for aspiring leaders

• The role of a Head of Year

• Senior Leadership

2. SLEs (Specialist Leaders of Education) can provide bespoke support 

for individuals or groups of staff

3. Career development opportunities

The majority of our Teaching School’s SLEs work at DGS or SBS. We continue 

to recruit more SLEs which provides and excellent career opportunity for staff 

who are interested in delivering CPD.

What can the Teaching school offer staff at DGS?



What Other Opportunities Will You 

Have?

NQTs will:

• Have a Tutor Group

• Participate in House events

• Contribute to departmental collaborative planning

NQTs are encouraged (though not expected) to:

• Accompany school visits

• Lead a morning briefing on Teaching and Learning

• Be involved in clubs and activities

There 

are no 

limits!



Feedback from NQTs

Excellent guidance on 

what is expected. 

Regular reminders of 

deadlines. Outstanding 

file with forms, dates, 

guidance, handbook etc. 

Very prompt replies to 

enquiries and contacting 

authorities when 

information was required.

- Maths NQT

DGS is a kind and supportive 

community, meaning I'm never far 

away from help if I ever need it. NQT 

year is so much fun at DGS; there 

are so many opportunities to try new 

things such as staff choir, student 

clubs and Mindfulness to name just a 

few. The students are delightful and 

make me smile every day.

- Science NQT



Feedback from Current NQTs

DGS has been 

incredibly supportive 

and I can't fault the 

NQT provision. As 

a whole body, the 

staff couldn't be 

more welcoming and 

supportive of their 

NQTs.

- Science NQT

The support I have received as an NQT 

at DGS is absolutely fantastic.

The support and feedback and that I 

have received from my mentor has been 

invaluable and has helped me identify my 

strengths and areas in which I can develop. All 

staff at DGS have been so friendly and helpful 

in answering my queries, from planning lessons 

to advice in my role as a Year 7 form tutor. It's 

hard work, but I've really enjoyed my NQT year 

so far!
- Maths NQT



Feedback from Current NQTs

I feel I have received 

exceptional support from the 

Professional Tutor and my 

department. You’re not criticised 

for asking questions and you are 

respected, as an NQT, in exactly 

the same was as every other 

member of staff. I have never 

experienced a more positive 

school in my life!
- English NQT

The NQT induction has been 

comprehensive. It equipped me with 

everything I needed to know to start 

teaching at DGS, especially in terms 

of school routines and expectations 

of behaviour. The support I have 

received from my colleagues, 

my mentor and my professional tutor 

has been outstanding. If there is any 

issue, they will go out of their way to 

help me resolve it as soon as 

possible and they are always 

available for advice. – MFL NQT



Feedback from Ofsted (2015)

“All staff benefit from excellent training and 

continuing professional development. They are 

highly reflective. This helps them to constantly 

improve their work. The school supports and 

develops its newly qualified teachers very 

well.” 



Final Things

• If appointed, you would be given the opportunity to 

be in school for a week, leading to the induction 

day for all new staff in July.

• Opportunity to get to know the school, explore 

schemes of work etc., before September.



Why be an NQT 

at 

DGS? 

Harriet Edwards
NQT- Teacher of Music

Head of Adie House 
Deputy DofE Lead 



• A school with community at its heart

• A culture where you feel welcome and appreciated 

• Excellence and high aspirations for staff and pupils 

• Happy staff and pupils

• Excited to come to work. 

School Culture and Ethos



Taster and integration days.

• Meet the staff in your department. 

• See the schemes of work you will be teaching.

• See the classroom you will use. 

• Meet other NQTs 

Induction programme 

• Helpful talks about school policies, lesson planning, marking and key 

techniques used in teaching, (modelling, explanation, questioning). 

Support and Relationships 



Mentors and Stella 
• A sounding board for any new ideas or areas you are finding 

more difficult. 
• A constant support. 

NQTs 

• Other NQTs will be a massive support, as they are going 
through what you are. 

EVERY SINGLE PERSON IN THE SCHOOL 

Support and Relationships  



Continual Professional 

Development 
• Massive strength of the school.

• CPD is available to all staff and is carefully planned. 

• You can take it as far as you would like (RQT, HOH, 
Aspiring Leader Programme) 

• Staff are always happy to pop in to your lessons and give 
you advice.

• Nurturing environment



Thank you for listening. 

Any questions? 


